PROUDLY INTRODUCED
1st IN INDIA

KINEVO 900 HIGH RESOLUTION OPERATING MICROSCOPE
EXCLUSIVE 24X7 MULTI DISCIPLINARY TEAM FOR COMPREHENSIVE STROKE CARE WITH DEDICATED STROKE CARE BEDS.

RISE ABOVE SAFETY TOWARDS PRECISION CARE IN NEOURO SURGERY

A UNIFIED SETUP FOR HIGH PRECISION NEURO & SPINE SURGERY
- AVM, Aneurysm, Brain & Spine Tumour Surgeries
- Neuro Vascular Intervention for Stroke prevention
- Carotid Endarterectomy
- Epilepsy & Functional Neurosurgery
- Minimal Access Disc Surgery
- Spine Trauma & Head Injury Surgery

Well equipped Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation unit for better recovery from Trauma, Brain and Spine Injury

ROYAL CARE SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL LTD
Neelambur | Gandhipuram | Vellalore

FOR AMBULANCE, ALL EMERGENCIES & TRAUMA CARE - 91434 91434 / 0422 - 222 7 444.

Email : contact@royalcare.hospital | Web : royalcarehospital.in
Neuro navigation assisted microneurosurgery for precise and radical resection with no or minimal morbidity.

Fully integrated Surgical microscope for advanced neurosurgical procedures.

Advanced neuromonitoring devices to prevent Neural injury.

Integrated interface for navigation and neuromonitoring for key hole surgeries.

Endoscopic assisted procedures for hydrocephalus, pituitary tumour, endoscopic CSF leak repair and various procedures.

**KEY HOLE SURGERY**

- Neuro navigation assisted microneurosurgery for precise and radical resection with no or minimal morbidity.
- Fully integrated Surgical microscope for advanced neurosurgical procedures.
- Advanced neuromonitoring devices to prevent Neural injury.
- Integrated interface for navigation and neuromonitoring for key hole surgeries.
- Endoscopic assisted procedures for hydrocephalus, pituitary tumour, endoscopic CSF leak repair and various procedures.

**ROYAL CARE SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL LTD**
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